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Why this conversation 
Smart policies are emerging in India to mitigate toxic emissions, energy guzzling and greenhouse gas emissions from 
the transport sector. Concerns around public health and climate change have converged to create a non-negotiable 
mandate. But as the country faces the twin challenges of meeting clean air targets as well as the 1.5-2oC global 
temperature stabilisation goal, the national- and state-level clean and low carbon transport policies and regulations 
and their implementation are not yet effective or adequate to bend the emissions curve. 

Evidence available globally indicates that transport sector emissions will remain one of the most obstinate and 
elevated trends across the world. Countries that have already allowed massive lock-in of emissions due to automobile 
dependence and urban sprawl continue to face rising emissions, having failed to reverse the trend. This challenge 
is expected to get tougher for developing nations that are still at the lower end of the technology ladder in terms 
of emissions standards and fuel economy norms; these nations are also the ones neglecting interventions to contain 
urban sprawl and untamed motorisation. This needs to be understood in India quickly before more lock-in of emissions 
happen in the transport infrastructure.  

There are two challenges that we want to address – one, what should be the fiscal strategy and the transit-oriented 
urban design strategy for enabling mobility transition; and two, how should we decarbonise and reduce real world 
emissions from vehicles to maximise environmental and public health benefits. 

Enabling affordable and integrated public transportation in accessible, compact cities
The scale of mobility transition can no longer remain confined to small pilot demonstrations. It has to attain 
transformative scale to make a difference. It is well understood that even today, a majority of urban commuters 
use public transport, walking or cycling — but most of them are ‘captive users’ due to poverty or poor affordability. 
The challenge is to retain them while getting the majority to opt for sustainable modes by choice. But this agenda 
of modernisation of integrated public transport systems, improved walkability, safe access for all, and compact city 
design to create a transit-oriented community, is expensive. This pathway will require massive resource mobilisation, 
and a shift in investment priorities from car-centric infrastructure to more sustainable modes and system integration. 

This makes the challenge double-edged. At one level, cities will require fiscal instruments to mobilise resources for 
more equitable spending on modernisation and improvement of integrated public transport systems to cater to the 
needs of all commuters and road users. Affordability of transport services is a critical issue, especially in view of the 
inequality in cities. At the same time, given the price-sensitive market of India, cities need fiscal strategies to keep 
public transport services affordable for the majority to reduce journey costs and keep it favourably competitive vis a 
vis the cost of using personal vehicles. But inefficiently organised, diverse and fragmented public transport systems 
in cities have created more disaggregated and inefficient interchanges that have increased average journey time and 
costs for people. Sprawl and lack of inclusive and compact development has further increased distances, inefficiencies 
and costs for a large section of people.



Thus, we are in a situation where all individual modern public transport systems including the metro, bus rapid transit 
systems or improved city bus systems -- whatever their scale of operation may be -- are struggling to recover a lot of 
their modernisation and operational costs. They are under pressure to raise most of these costs from fares. There is 
little clarity about how the fare revision should work in an integrated system, without the overall ridership of each 
system getting compromised; neither are there any perceptions about how else to generate non-fare revenues. Fare 
revision must take into account various issues concerning organisational productivity, relative levels of service and 
affordability, apart from the obvious imperatives for cost recovery. Individual systems are suffering both economic 
and ridership losses. This is creating distortions in the market and each system is at risk of losing ridership. Without 
the system integration there is also unhealthy competition in the market. This is extremely wasteful at a time when 
investments are expected to increase for modernization of public transport systems. Cities need clarity about fiscal and 
related urban transport policies and urban design interventions to ensure positive modal shifts.

Cities will continue to struggle to provide affordable, efficient and modern public transport services or find new 
ridership if they do not get the urban form right. Compact urban forms overall and especially along the transit lines 
are needed to reduce distances and enable system integration and easy accessibility. Leverage transit oriented urban 
forms to improve accessibility and ridership. Transit providers cannot look away from this. 

What can we learn from others countries? How do they recover costs – from fares and outside fare revenue? Who 
other than direct users can and should be asked to pay for public transport? How can transit oriented development 
approach and polluter pay principle can work for resource mobilization for public transport. Clearly, fiscal strategies 
need to be backed by the compact and accessible urban forms, integrated with buildings and urban habitat and car 
restraint measures to induce modal shifts.  

Yet none of these will work optimally if ecosystem of taxes within which the public transport system operates that 
have a bearing on the fare levels is not rationalized.Cities will need mechanism for passing the subsidy to the public 
transport users but how.Ultimately, affordability of public transport can be addressed only if the true costs of personal 
vehicle usage and ownership are addressed. 

Decarbonising and taming real world emissions
India is now preparing to leapfrog to Bharat Stage VI emissions standard in 2020 that will lead to significant 
improvement in emission levels from the current standards – about 60 to 80 per cent depending on the pollutants and 
vehicle segment. This year for the first time fuel economy regulations for passenger cars are getting enforced while 
the country is still awaiting enforcement of fuel economy regulations for heavy duty vehicles. The policy for electric 
vehicles is shaping up with FAME programme providing incentives for electric vehicles. But there is still a lot to do 
to make the fuel economy regulations more effective to push the technology trajectory along with BS VI emissions 
standards and more. That is an opportunity for the country to get a zero emissions mandate to scale up clean and 
low carbon strategy.  

Globally the technology advances with internal combustion engines have been significant but this will never be 
adequate to meet the goal of convergence. This will have to be co-joined with electric mobility. Several policy 
instruments are setting stringent terms for improving emissions and fuel efficiency with stringent on-road compliance 
regulations. This will get increasingly harsher for internal combustion engines now. This is an opportunity to stimulate 
the market for electric mobility. How this global experience can be made relevant for India for technology advances 
and electrification. India’s trajectory is likely to be unique where the thrust will also be on linking electric mobility with 
public transport strategies. But this win-win process will have to be well informed. 

India is looking at a win-win strategy of clean buses linked with mobility strategies so that mass transport while 
reducing automobile dependence can also reduce per capita and per trip emissions significantly by improving the bus 
technology and also become zero emissions. Globally cities are making this transition. In several cities of China large 
scale transition to electric buses is underway. How are Indian public transport providers and bus manufacturers aiming 
to strengthen this roadmap? 



While pushing for regulations to clean up and decarbonise emissions from the new fleet, it is equally if not more 
important to have systems in place to respond adequately and effectively to address real world and in-use emissions 
from on-road fleet to keep vehicles low emitting during their useful life on road.  Without it investments in new 
technologies will become wasteful. 

Already the regulations related to BSVI emissions standards have provided for real world emissions monitoring 
with portable emissions monitors. India will have to now put the systems in place to enable its implementation. 
AT the same time, the recent notification of the Graded Response Action Plan and Comprehensive Action Plan 
under the Environment Protection Act in Delhi and National Capital region (NCR) as well as formulation of the 
draft National Clean Air Action programme has created new opportunities to up-scale and up-grade the way we 
monitor on-road emissions. There is considerable interest to upgrade the current vehicle inspection system, integrate 
on-board-diagnostic system with regulatory periodic emissions inspection, introduce remote sensing for on-road fleet 
monitoring, retrofitment of older vehicles, retirement and scrappage, end-of-life regulations and regulating movement 
of old and polluting vehicles with sticker system during smoggy days. This has opened up opportunity for much wider 
and integrated approaches for on-road missions monitoring, management and compliance.  

There is significant global learning on all these strategies that we need to understand to refine our strategies. These 
include low, ultra-low and zero emissions zones in European cities, use of remote sensing, PEMS testing, retrofitment 
and retirement and phase out of old vehicles including diesel cars across the world including cities of China represent 
an important learning curve. Increasingly, the focus is shifting towards compliance to make a difference on ground. 
How can this learning help to shape roadmap for in-use emissions management in India? 

It is important to deep dive into defining and detailing strategies and build public and policy support for hard action. 



The Agenda

DAY 1: September 4, 2018 | Venue: Silver Oak

The economics of scaling up affordable and  
financially sustainable public transport

REGISTRATION: 9.00-9:30 AM 

Session 1: 9:30-11:00 AM
 TRANSITION TO CLEAN AND LOW CARBON MOBILITY – THE GRAND  
 CHALLENGE FACING URBAN INDIA 

l	 The big picture – why clean and low carbon mobility?
 Sunita Narain, Director General, Centre for Science and Environment (CSE)

l	 The challenge of transition — are we prepared?
 Anumita Roychowdhury, Executive Director-Research and Advocacy, CSE

l	 Challenges and roadmap for scaling up integrated, modern and affordable public transport 
 Varsha Joshi, Principal Secretary and Transport Commissioner,  

Government of NCT of Delhi 

TEA BREAK: 11:00-11:30 AM 

SESSION II: 11:30 AM-1:30 PM
 AFFORDABILITY VS FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY IN PUBLIC TRANSPORT 

Session Theme: Cities need to scale up their integrated public transport systems and promote 
transit-oriented compact urban forms to promote sustainable mobility for all. But how will this  
modernisation take place while keeping public transport strategy inclusive and affordable? How 
does one define affordability in transport for all? What does affordability imply for a developing 
country which has significant inequality in urban areas? How can transit-oriented urban forms help 
in inclusive planning? What are the prevailing practices/regulations for setting up and revising 
fares of public transport in Indian cities? How much does it vary from what should be an ideal way 
of doing it, and what is that ideal way? How should fare revision take into account various issues 
concerning organisational productivity, relative levels of service, affordability and the obvious 
imperative for cost recovery? What is the state-of-the-art in India and abroad in fare setting and 
revision, and what barriers exist in adoption of such practices?

Learning from global experiences
l	 Mark Savelli, Interim Managing Director, Transport Investment Limited, Hong Kong 
 How have transportation strategies, integrated with land use, urban planning and fiscal  

planning, helped develop low carbon and affordable transport in Hong Kong and London

l	 S K Jason Chang, Professor, Department of Civil Engineering,  
National Taiwan University, Taipei

 Policies on public transport development and financial schemes in Taipei, and successful  
application of advanced technologies for public transport

Panel Discussion: Setting the agenda on costs and affordability
l	 Gautam Patel, Principal Consultant, Coordinates, Ahmedabad and Gaurav Dubey,  

Programme Manager-Clean Air and Sustainable Mobility, CSE
 Affordability, fare policies and financial sustainability of public transport operations in India

Panelists
l	 V Ponnuraj, Managing Director, 
 Bangalore Metropolitan Transport Corporation (BMTC), Bengaluru 
 BMTC’s experience with fare revision and its impact on operations — how has the Corporation 

kept the system financially sustainable? How will it tackle financial pressures that are likely 
to follow further expansion? How does it ensure affordability for different income classes, and 
what are the lessons for other STUs? 



l	 Kaushik Deb, Senior Fellow
 King Abdullah Petroleum Studies and Research Centre, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
 Pricing of urban bus transport, structural reforms and elasticity of demand in bus services  

to fare adjustments — how can demand elasticity be accounted for in fare revision policies  
in India?

l	 Prasanna Patwardhan, Chairman and Managing Director, Prasanna Purple, Pune
 PPP-led urban bus services — their future and their financial sustainability

l	 Amit Singh, Co-Founder, Shuttl, New Delhi
 India’s first aggregator bus model, a unique product with independent powers for fare setting, 

revision, etc — what are the challenges with respect to targeting user groups, managing  
competition, setting optimal fares and achieving fiscal sustainability?

l	 Geetam Tiwari, Professor, Department of Civil Engineering, IIT Delhi
 Assessment of the taxation policy for bus and metro, and the way forward to improve public 

transport ridership

LUNCH: 1:30-2:15 PM

SESSION III: 2:15-4:00 PM
 FINANCING PUBLIC TRANSPORT

Session Theme: What are the best practices across cities and systems for recovering costs outside 
fare revenue? Who, other than direct users, can and should be asked to pay for public transport? 
What are the barriers for scaling up these practices? What are the cost components of public 
transport systems and which one of them should be or can be recovered through fare? How can a 
transit-oriented development approach and ‘polluter pays’ principle work for resource mobilisation 
for public transport? How should TOD-based fiscal strategies be designed in an Indian setting? How 
can fiscal strategies be backed by compact and accessible urban forms and car-restraint measures 
to improve ridership?

Learning from global experiences
l	 Choong Yeol YE, Vice President, The Korea Transport Institute (KOTI), Seoul
 Financing modernisation, integration and scaling up of public transport – the Seoul experience

Panelists
l	 S K Lohia, Managing Director, Indian Railway Station Development Corporation
 Bus- and rail-based systems and their potential fiscal instruments, including land value  

capture and commercial use of real estate as key tools for financing (linked with station area  
development) 

l	 O P Agarwal, CEO, WRI India, New Delhi
 Leveraging alternative fiscal instruments for funding public transport

l	 Elias George, Chairperson, Infrastructure, KPMG, Delhi-NCR
 Integration of a city’s entire public transport and redefining urban form through the metro 

system; experiences of keeping public transport and journey cost affordable in the light of 
integration and financial sustainability issues of Kochi Metro

l	 Paromita Roy, Deputy Director, Delhi Development Authority, New Delhi
 Delhi’s TOD policy (which is now part of the MPD 2021), how it can promote public transport 

usage and ridership, and be a financing instrument.

l	 Samir Sharma, Vice President and Head (Transport Planning), Delhi Integrated  
Multimodal Transit System, New Delhi 

 Financing Regional Rapid Transit System (RRTS) — Innovations and Experiences
l	 Ashish Verma, Associate Professor, Indian Institute of Science, Bengaluru
 Fiscal approaches to promote public transport in Bengaluru

TEA BREAK: 4:00-4:30 PM



SESSION IV: 4.30-5.45 PM
 GETTING THE BALANCE RIGHT AND CREATING THE APPROPRIATE  
 ECOSYSTEM – SCALING UP PUBLIC TRANSPORT, MEETING FINANCIAL 
 SUSTAINABILITY AND FARE AFFORDABILITY

Session Theme: How does the ecosystem of taxes within which a public transport system operates 
have a bearing on fare levels? How can fares be rationalised? What should be the mechanism for 
passing the subsidy to public transport? Should the subsidy be paid to the operator or directly to the 
user? How can we get the overall journey price right to effect a modal shift? Who should pay for 
first and last mile? Can affordability of public transport be addressed without addressing the true 
costs of personal vehicle usage and ownership? 

Learning from global experiences
Girish M Ramachandran, Executive Director, 27 Group of Companies, Kuala Lumpur
Leveraging fiscal innovative TOD strategy on PPP and financing structure

Panelists

l	 Laghu Parashar, Public Transport Advisor, CSE
 Are public transport subsidies imperative? Who should be subsidised in the public transport 

ecosystem? What could be the challenges in such a subsidy mechanism?

l	 Sanjay Gupta, Professor of Transport Planning, School of Planning and Architecture, 
New Delhi Social exclusion due to unaffordable public transport

l	 Nupur Gupta, Senior Transport Specialist, The World Bank, New Delhi office
 World Bank’s assessment of reforms of State Transport Corporations in India 

l	 Shreya Gadepalli, South Asia Programme Lead, ITDP, Chennai
 Assessment of levels of direct and hidden subsidy that cars enjoy vis a vis public transport  

in Chennai.

l	 Rutul Joshi, Associate Professor, Faculty of Planning, CEPT, Ahmedabad
 Using transit-oriented development optimally as a tool for funding public transport —  

Gujarat’s experience.

l	 Ranjit Gadgil, Parisar, Pune
 Assessment of taxation on public transportation and budgets for the transport sector

HIGH TEA: 5:45-6:30 PM



Agenda

DAY 2: September 5, 2018 | Venue: Juniper

Reducing emissions through vehicle technology

REGISTRATION: 9.00-9:30 AM

SESSION 1: 9.30-11.15 AM 

SETTING THE AGENDA 
l	 Setting the agenda
 Sunita Narain, Director General, Centre for Science and Environment (CSE)

l	 Cleaning up and decarbonising the roadmap in India — issues and the way  
forward 

 Anumita Roychowdhury, Executive Director, Centre for Science and Environment 

l	 India’s roadmap for clean and low carbon trajectory 
 Abhay Damle, Joint Secretary, Ministry of Road Transport and Highways, Government of 

India  

CLEANING AND DECARBONISING EMISSIONS

Session Theme: What are the policy instruments globally that are setting stringent terms for 
improving emissions, fuel efficiency and on-road compliance for internal combustion engines? 
While pushing their technology trajectory, can these instruments also stimulate the market for 
electric mobility to meet the zero emissions mandate? How is this global experience relevant for 
India for technology advances and electrification? What are the lessons from the cities of China 
facing similar challenges?

•	 A global overview  
Michael Walsh, International Vehicle Technology Expert, Washington DC 

•	 The below-2oC agenda, implications for the transport sector and Indian standards for 
technology advances for cleaner emissions, efficiency and electrification 
Anup Bandivadekar, Program Director/ Regional lead, The International Council on Clean 
Transportation, San Francisco

•	 How Beijing has leveraged air pollution policies to implement a spectrum of strategies 
to reduce emissions and move towards the zero emissions trajectory – ‘Keeping the 
Blue Sky’ programme for targeted reduction 
Li Kunsheng, Director, Mobile Source Emission Management Division, Beijing Municipal 
Environmental Protection Bureau, Beijing

TEA BREAK: 11:15 – 11:30 am



SESSION II: 11.30 AM-1.00 PM

THE WIN-WIN STRATEGY OF PUBLIC TRANSPORT AND CLEAN EMISSIONS 

Session Theme: Developing countries are looking at a win-win strategy of clean buses and 
mobility strategies so that mass transport, while reducing automobile dependence, also reduces 
per capita emissions significantly by improving the bus technology. There is considerable learning 
from the soot-free bus programme that has been rolled out for cities in developing nations. In 
cities of China, large-scale transition to electric buses is underway. How can this inform the Indian 
roadmap? How are Indian public transport providers and bus manufacturers aiming to strengthen 
this roadmap? How can the electric bus programme be better informed?

Learning from global experiences

• Ray Minjares, Clean Air Program Lead, ICCT – part of CCAC initiative, San Francisco 
Learnings from global soot-free bus initiatives to promote clean bus technology in developing countries 

• Fu Lu, China Director, Clean Air Asia, Beijing 
Key policies and measures implemented in China for vehicular emissions reduction and Shenzhen’s 
experience of reducing transport sector emissions

Panelists

• Laghu Parashar, Public Transport Advisor, CSE 
India’s electric vehicles initiatives – the experience with electric bus procurement in 10 cities

• Representative from Bangalore Metropolitan Transport Corporation* 
The BMTC’s electric bus experience 

• H K Gupta, Chief General Manager, Himachal Road Transport Corporation, Shimla 
HRTC’s electric bus programme 

• Surendra Kumar Bagde, General Manager, The Brihanmumbai Electric Supply & Transport Undertaking (BEST) 
BESTS electric bus programme, Mumbai  

• S A Sundaresan, Vice President, EV & eMobility Solutions, Ashok Leyland, Chennai*

• Tata Motor Representative 

• Dr, S.S.V Kumar, Director, Indian Oil Corporation, R&D centre 

• Sohinder Gill, Director General, Society of Manufacturers of Electric Vehicles  
Manufacturers, New Delhi 

LUNCH: 1-2.00 PM

SESSION IV: 2.00-3.30 PM

IN-USE EMISSIONS MANAGEMENT  

Session Theme: India will leapfrog to Bharat Stage VI emissions standards in 2020, a move that 
will improve vehicle technology and fuel quality significantly. But this will also require setting up 
systems for real world emissions testing and monitoring for new BS-VI vehicles. Simultaneously, 
the current fleet of on-road vehicles will also require improved emissions monitoring. India is 
looking at remote sensing, sticker systems for old and polluting vehicles, scrappage, end-of-life 
policies, and retrofitment. There is significant global learning on all these strategies. Low emissions 
zones in cities of Germany and other European cities, use of remote sensing, retrofitment and 
retirement, and phase-out of old vehicles as in China present an important learning curve. How 



can this learning help to shape the roadmap for in-use emissions management in India? 

Chair: Bhure Lal, Chairperson, Environment Pollution (Prevention and Control) 
Authority, India 

Learning from global experiences

• Dorothee Saar, Head of Traffic and Air Pollution Control, Deutsche Umwelthilfe (DUH), Berlin 
Learning from the European experience – evolution of labeling for low emissions zone programme from 
low emissions zones to ultra low to zero emissions zones for reducing on-road emissions; how has diesel 
phase-out been combined for the best results

Panelists: India’s preparedness for in-road emissions management

• Li Kunsheng, Director, Mobile Source Emission Management Division, Beijing Municipal Envi-
ronmental Protection Bureau, Beijing 
Diverse strategies in Beijing to reduce in-use emissions: Remote sensing, PEMS testing, rerofitment, retire-
ment and phase-out of old vehicles  

• A A Badusha, Senior Deputy Director, Automobile Research Association of India, Pune 
What is the next generation in-use emissions management in India -- in-use vehicle inspection regulations 
and preparing for a new compliance regime 

• Dinesh Tyagi, International Centre for Automotive Technology, Manesar* 
In-use vehicle compliance regime and remote sensing pilot projects in India 

• Delhi transport department* 
Preparing for next generation in-use emissions management — scrappage and end-of-life policy, sticker 
programme, remote sensing and other approaches: Issues and a roadmap for Delhi’s initiatives
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